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Migrants, City-Making and Displacement in Vienna and Linz

The competitive positioning in various fields of power puts pressure on cities to attract capital, to revalue urban spaces and property, and to support the settlement of a “post-industrial” economy. Culture-led urban renewal is often used as a strategy to meet these challenges.

Yet also migrants contribute to the differential positioning of cities – both as agents and subjects. The paper therefore addresses the following questions:
How are migrants positioned by urban regenerators and city leaders?
Which roles do they play in urban regeneration processes and resistances as well as reformulations of these processes?
Based on fieldwork material collected in Vienna and Linz, I will address these questions by putting a special emphasis on migrants and displacement.
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The neighbourhood (of Florentin):
a window to the globalisation of the city (of Tel-Aviv)

The southern neighbourhoods of Tel Aviv – the poorest and most diverse ones – are a rich fieldwork for reflecting on the processes of globalisation in cities. Swinging between long-term neglect and new trends of investments, the neighbourhood of Florentin is one of them. Assembling activities, populations and uses, Florentin’s atmosphere is often described as “cool” and “exotic” but also as “authentic”. This paradox between authenticity and radical urban changes can be understood by digging in the urban history of Tel-Aviv. Interviews with inhabitants and public officers, municipal archives, street-art analysis and participation in local associations, allow to re-read the city and its most contemporary developments. Florentin thus functions as a prism through which to observe the place, the city and some of the fast transformations of the Israeli society.
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